Finding efficient and provable methods to solve non-convex optimization problems is an outstanding challenge in machine learning and optimization theory. A popular approach used to tackle non-convex problems is to use convex relaxation techniques to find a convex surrogate for the problem. Unfortunately, convex relaxations typically must be found on a problem-by-problem basis. Thus, providing a general-purpose strategy to estimate a convex relaxation would have a wide reaching impact. Here, we introduce Convex Relaxation Regression (CoRR), an approach for learning convex relaxations for a class of smooth functions. The main idea behind our approach is to estimate the convex envelope of a function f by evaluating f at a set of T random points and then fitting a convex function to these function evaluations. We prove that with probability greater than 1 − δ, the solution of our algorithm converges to the global optimizer of f with error O log(1/δ) T α for some α > 0. Our approach enables the use of convex optimization tools to solve a class of non-convex optimization problems.
Introduction
Modern machine learning relies heavily on optimization techniques to extract information from large and noisy datasets (Friedman et al., 2001) . Convex optimization methods are widely used in machine learning applications, due to fact that convex problems can be solved efficiently, often with a first order method such as gradient descent (Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014; Sra et al., 2012; Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004) . A wide class of problems can be cast as convex optimization problems; however, many important learning problems, including binary classification with 0-1 loss, sparse and low-rank matrix recovery, and training multi-layer neural networks, are non-convex.
In many cases, non-convex optimization problems can be solved by first relaxing the problem: convex relaxation techniques find a convex function that approximates the original objective function (Tropp, 2006; Candès and Tao, 2010; Chandrasekaran et al., 2012) . A convex relaxation is considered tight when it provides a tight lower bound to the original objective function. Examples of problems for which tight convex relaxations are known include binary classification (Cox, 1958) , sparse and low-rank approximation (Tibshirani, 1996; Recht et al., 2010) . The recent success of both sparse and low rank matrix recovery has demonstrated the power of convex relaxation for solving high-dimensional machine learning problems.
When a tight convex relaxation is known, then the underlying non-convex problem can often be solved by optimizing its convex surrogate in lieu of the original non-convex problem. However, there are important classes of machine learning problems for which no such relaxation is known. These include a wide range of machine learning problems such as training deep neural nets, estimating latent variable models (mixture density models), optimal control, reinforcement learning, and hyper-parameter optimization. Thus, methods for finding convex relaxations of arbitrary non-convex functions would have wide reaching impacts throughout machine learning and the computational sciences.
Here we introduce a principled approach for black-box (zero-order) global optimization that is based on learning a convex relaxation to a non-convex function of interest (Sec. 3). To motivate our approach, consider the problem of estimating the convex envelope of the function f , i.e., the tightest convex lower bound of the function (Grotzinger, 1985; Falk, 1969; Kleibohm, 1967) . In this case, we know that the envelope's minimum coincides with the minimum of the original non-convex function (Kleibohm, 1967) . Unfortunately, finding the exact convex envelope of a nonconvex function can be at least as hard as solving the original optimization problem. This is due to the fact that the problem of finding the convex envelope of a function is equivalent to the problem of computing its Legendre-Fenchel bi-conjugate (Rockafellar, 1997; Falk, 1969) , which is in general as hard as optimizing f . Despite this result, we show that for a class of smooth (non-convex) functions, it is possible to accurately and efficiently estimate the convex envelope from a set of function evaluations.
The main idea behind our approach, Convex Relaxation Regression (CoRR), is to empirically estimate the convex envelope of f and then optimize the resulting empirical convex envelope. We do this by solving a constrained 1 regression problem which estimates the convex envelope by a linear combination of a set of convex functions (basis vectors). As our approach only requires samples from the function, it can be used to solve black-box optimization problems where gradient information is unknown. Whereas most methods for global optimization rely on local search strategies which find a new search direction to explore, CoRR takes a global perspective: it aims to form a global estimate of the function to "fill in the gaps" between samples. Thus CoRR provides an efficient strategy for global minimization through the use of convex optimization tools.
One of the main theoretical contributions of this work is the development of guarantees that CoRR can find accurate convex relaxations for a broad class of non-convex functions (Sec. 4). We prove in Thm. 1 that with probability greater than 1 − δ, we can approximate the global minimizer with error of O log(1/δ) T α , where T is the number of function evaluations and α > 0 depends upon the exponent of the Hölder-continuity bound on f (x) − f * . This result assumes that the true convex envelope lies in the function class used to form a convex approximation. In Thm. 2, we extend this result for the case where the convex envelope is in the proximity of this set of functions. Our results may also translated to a bound with polynomial dependence on the dimension (Sec. 4.2.4).
The main contributions of this work are as follows. We introduce CoRR, a method for black-box optimization that learns a convex relaxation of a function from a set of random function evaluations (Sec. 3). Following this, we provide performance guarantees which show that as the number of function evaluations T grows, the error decreases polynomially in T (Sec. 4). In Thm. 1 we provide a general result for the case where the true convex envelope f c lies in the function class H and extend this result to the approximate setting where f c / ∈ H in Thm. 2. Finally, we study the performance of CoRR on several multi-modal test functions and compare it with a number of widely used approaches for global optimization (Sec. 5). These results suggest that CoRR can accurately find a tight convex lower bound for a wide class of non-convex functions.
Problem Setup
We now introduce relevant notation, setup our problem, and then provide background on global optimization of nonconvex functions.
Preliminaries
Let n be a positive integer. For every x ∈ R n , its 2 -norm is denoted by x , where x 2 := x, x and x, y denotes the inner product between two vectors x ∈ R n and y ∈ R n . We denote the 2 metric by d 2 and the set of 2 -normed bounded vectors in R n by B(R n ), where for every x ∈ B(R n ) we assume that there exists some finite scalar C such that x < C. Let (X , d) be a metric space, where X ∈ B(R n ) is a convex set of bounded vectors and d(., x) is convex w.r.t. its first argument for every x ∈ B(R n ). 1 We denote the set of all bounded functions on X by B(X , R), such that for every f ∈ B(X , R) and x ∈ X there exists some finite scalar C > 0 such that |f (x)| ≤ C. Finally, we denote the set of all convex bounded functions on X by C(X , R) ⊂ B(X , R). Also for every Y ⊆ B(R n ), we denote the convex hull of Y by conv(Y). Let B(x 0 , r) denote an open ball of radius r centered at x 0 . Let 1 denote a vector of ones. The convex envelope of function f : X → R is denoted by f c : X → R. Let H be the set of all convex functions defined over X such that h(x) ≤ f (x) for all x ∈ X . The function f c is the convex envelope of f if for every x ∈ X (a) f c (x) ≤ f (x), (b) for every h ∈ H the inequality h(x) ≤ f c (x) holds. Convex envelopes are also related to the concepts of the convex hull and the epigraph of a function. For every function f : X → R the epigraph is defined as epif = {(ξ, x) : ξ ≥ f (x), x ∈ X }. One can then show that the convex envelope of f is obtained by f c (x) = inf{ξ : (ξ, x) ∈ conv(epif )}, ∀x ∈ X .
In the sequel, we will generate a set of function evaluations from f by evaluating the function over i.i.d. samples from ρ. ρ denotes a probability distribution on X such that ρ(x) > 0 for all x ∈ X . In addition, we approximate the convex envelope using a function class H that contains a set of convex functions h(·; θ) ∈ H parametrized by θ ∈ Θ ⊆ B(R p ). We also assume that every h ∈ H can be expressed as a linear combination of a set of basis φ : X → B(R p ), that is, h(x; θ) = θ, φ(x) for every h(·; θ) ∈ H and x ∈ X .
Black-box Global Optimization Setting
We consider a black-box (zero-order) global optimization setting, where we assume that we do not have access to information about the gradient of the function that we want to optimize. More formally, let F ⊆ B(X , R) be a class of bounded functions, where the image of every f ∈ F is bounded by R and X is a convex set. We consider the problem of finding the global minimum of the function f ,
We denote the set of minimizers of f by X * f ⊆ X . In the black-box setting, the optimizer has only access to the inputs and outputs of the function f . In this case, we assume that our optimization algorithm is provided with a set of input points X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x T } in X and a sequence of outputs
Based upon this information, the goal is to find an estimate x ∈ X , such that the error f ( x) − f * becomes as small as possible.
Methods for Black-box Optimization
Standard tools that are used in convex optimization, cannot be readily applied to solve non-convex problems as they only converge to local minimizers of the function. Thus, effective global optimization approaches must have a mechanism to avoid getting trapped in local minima. In low-dimensional settings, performing an exhaustive grid search or drawing random samples from the function can be sufficient (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012) . However, as the dimension grows, smarter methods for searching for the global minimizer are required. Non-adaptive search strategies. A wide range of global optimization methods are build upon the idea of iteratively creating a deterministic set (pattern) of points at each iteration, evaluating the function over all points in the set, and selecting the point with the minimum value as the next seed for the following iteration (Hooke and Jeeves, 1961; Lewis and Torczon, 1999) . Deterministic pattern search strategies can be extended by introducing some randomness into the pattern generation step. For instance, simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983 ) (SA) and genetic algorithms (Bäck, 1996) both use randomized search directions to determine the next place that they will search. The idea behind introducing some noise into the pattern, is that the method can jump out of local minima that deterministic pattern search methods can get stuck in. While many of these search methods work well in low dimensions, as the dimension of problem grows, these algorithms often become extremely slow due to the curse of dimensionality.
Adaptive and model-based search. In higher dimensions, adaptive and model-based search strategies can be used to further steer the optimizer in good search directions (Mockus et al., 1978; Hutter, 2009) . For instance, recent results in Sequential Model-Based Global Optimization (SMBO) have shown that Gaussian processes are useful priors for global optimization (Mockus et al., 1978; Bergstra et al., 2011) . In these settings, each search direction is driven by a model (Gaussian process) and updated based upon the local structure of the function. These techniques, while useful in low-dimension problems, become inefficient in high-dimensional settings.
Hierarchical search methods take a different approach in exploiting the structure of the data to find the global minimizer (Munos, 2014; Azar et al., 2014; Munos, 2011) . The idea behind hierarchical search methods is to identify regions of the space with small function evaluations to sample further (exploitation), as well as generate new samples in unexplored regions (exploration). One can show that it is possible to find the global optimum with a finite number of function evaluations using hierarchical search; however, the number of samples needed to achieve a small error increases exponentially with the dimension. For this reason, hierarchical search methods are often not efficient for high-dimensional problems.
Graduated optimization. Graduated optimization methods (Blake and Zisserman, 1987; Yuille, 1989) , are another class of methods for non-convex optimization which have received much attention in recent years (Chapelle and Wu, 2010; Dvijotham et al., 2014; Hazan et al., 2015; Mobahi and III, 2015) . These methods work by locally smoothing the problem, descending along this smoothed objective, and then gradually sharpening the resolution to hone in on the true global minimizer. Recently Hazan et al. (2015) introduced a graduated optimization approach that can be applied in the black-box optimization setting. In this case, they prove that for a class of functions referred to as σ-nice functions, their approach is guaranteed to converge to an ε-accurate estimate of the global minimizer at a rate of O(n 2 /ε 4 ). To the best of our knowledge, this result represents the state-of-the-art in terms of theoretical results for global black-box optimization.
Algorithm
In this section, we introduce Convex Relaxation Regression (CoRR), a black-box optimization approach for global minimization of a bounded function f .
Overview
The main idea behind our approach is to estimate the convex envelope f c of a function and minimize this surrogate in place of our original function. The following result guarantees that the minimizer of f coincides with the minimizer of f c .
Proposition 1 (Kleibohm 1967) . Let f c be the convex envelope of f :
This result suggests that one can find the minimizer of f by optimizing its convex envelope. Unfortunately, finding the exact convex envelope of a function is difficult in general. However, we will show that, for a certain class of functions, it is possible to estimate the convex envelope accurately from a set of function evaluations. Our aim is to estimate the convex envelope by fitting a convex function to these function evaluations.
The idea of fitting a convex approximation to samples from f is quite simple and intuitive. However, the best unconstrained convex fit to f does not necessarily coincide with f c . Determining whether there exists a set of convex constraints under which the best convex fit to f coincides with f c is an open problem. The following lemma, which is key to efficient optimization of f with CoRR, provides a solution. This lemma transforms our original non-convex optimization problem to a least-absolute-error regression problem with a convex constraint, which can be solved using convex optimization tools.
Lemma 1. Let every h ∈ H and f be λ-Lipschitz for some λ > 0. Let L(θ) = E[|h(x; θ) − f (x)|] be the expected loss, where the expectation is taken with respect to the distribution ρ. Assume that there exists Θ c ⊆ Θ such that for every θ ∈ Θ c , h(x; θ) = f c (x) for all x ∈ X . Consider the following optimization problem:
Then there exists a scalar µ ∈ [−R, R] for which θ c ∈ Θ c . In particular, θ c ∈ Θ c when µ = E(f c (x)).
The formal proof of this lemma is provided in A.1 (see Supp. Materials). We prove this lemma by showing that for every θ ∈ Θ where
Optimizing µ. Lem. 1 implies that, for a certain choice of µ, Eqn. 2 provides us with the convex envelope f c . However, finding the exact value of µ for which this result holds is difficult, as it requires knowledge of the envelope not available to the learner. Here we use an alternative approach to find µ which guarantees that the optimizer of h(·; θ µ ) lies in the set of true optimizers X * f . Let x µ denote the minimizer of h(·; θ µ ). We find a µ which minimizes f (x µ ):
Interestingly, one can show that x µ * lies in the set X * f . To prove this, we use the fact that the minimizers of the convex envelope f c and f coincide (see Prop. 1 and Lem. 2 in Supp. Material). This implies that f (x µc ) = f * , where
This combined with the fact that f * is the minimizer of f implies that f (x µ * ) = f * and thus x µ * ∈ X * .
Algorithm 1 Convex Relaxation Regression (CoRR)
Input: A black-box function f which returns a sample f (x) when evaluated at a point x. The number of samples N to draw from f . A class H ⊆ B(X , R) of convex functions in X (parametrized by θ), a scalar R for which f ∞ ≤ R, a sampling distribution ρ supported over X .
1: Random function evaluations. Draw 2N i.i.d. samples according to the distribution ρ and partition them into two sets,
Optimize for µ. Solve the 1D optimization problem
Estimate the convex envelope. Estimate f c = h(·; θ µ ) by solving Eqn. 4. 2: Optimize the empirical convex envelope. Find an optimizer x µ for f c by solving
Optimization Protocol
We now describe how we use the ideas presented in Sec. 3.1 to implement CoRR (see Alg. 1 for pseudocode). Our approach for black-box optimization requires two main ingredients: (1) samples from the function f and (2) a function class H from which we can form a convex approximation h. In practice, CoRR is initialized by first drawing two sets of T samples X 1 and X 2 from the domain X ⊆ B(R n ) and evaluating f over both of these sets. With these sets of function evaluations (samples) and a function class H in hand, our aim is to learn an approximation h(x; θ) to the convex envelope of f . Thus for a fixed value of µ, we solve the following constrained optimization problem (see the OPT procedure in Alg. 1):
where the empirical expectation
, for every g ∈ B(X , R) and i ∈ {1, 2}. We provide pseudocode for optimizing Eqn. 4 in the OPT procedure of Alg. 1. The optimization problem of Eqn. 4 is an empirical approximation of the optimization problem in Eqn. 2. However, unlike Eqn. 2, in which L(θ) is not easy to evaluate and optimize, the empirical loss can be optimized efficiently using standard convex optimization techniques. In addition, one can establish bounds on the error |L( θ c ) − L(θ c )| in terms of the sample size T using standard results from the literature on stochastic convex optimization (see, e.g., Thm. 1 in Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009) . Optimizing the empirical loss provides us with an accurate estimate of the convex envelope as the number of function evaluations increases.
The search for the best µ (Step 2 in Alg. 1) can be done by solving Eqn. 3. As µ is a scalar with known upper and lower bounds, we can employ a number of hyper-parameter search algorithms (Munos, 2011; Bergstra et al., 2011) to solve this 1D optimization problem. These algorithms guarantee fast convergence to the global minimizer in low dimensions and thus can be used to efficiently search for the solution to Eqn. 3. Let µ denote the final estimate of µ obtained in Step 2 of Alg. 1 and let h(·; θ µ ) denote our final convex approximation to f c . The final solution x µ is then obtained by optimizing h(·; θ µ ) (Step 2 of OPT).
To provide further insight into how CoRR works, we point the reader to Fig. 1 . Here, we show examples of the convex surrogate obtained by OPT for different values of µ. We observe that as we vary µ, the minimum error is attained for µ ≈ 0.47. However, when we analytically compute the empirical expectation of convex envelope ( E 2 [f c (x)] = 0.33) and use this value for µ, this produces a larger function evaluation. This may seem surprising, as we know that if we set µ = E(f c (x)), then the solution of Eqn. 2 should provide us the exact convex envelope with the same optimizer as f . This discrepancy can be explained by the approximation error introduced through solving the empirical version of Eqn. 2. This figure also highlights the stability of our approach for different values of µ. Our results suggest that our method is robust to the choice of µ, as a wide range of values of µ produce minimizers close to the true global minimum. Thus CoRR provides an accurate and robust approach for finding the global optimizer of f .
Theoretical Results
In this section, we provide our main theoretical results. We show that as the number of function evaluations T grows, the solution of CoRR converges to the global minimum of f with a polynomial rate. We also discuss the scalability of our result to high-dimensional settings.
Assumptions
We begin by introducing the assumptions required to state our results. The first assumption provides the necessary constraint on the candidate function class H and the set of all points in X that are minimizers for the function f .
Assumption 1 (Convexity). Let X * f denote the set of minimizers of f . We assume that the following three convexity assumptions hold with regard to every h(·; θ) ∈ H and X * f : (a) h(x; θ) is a convex function for all x ∈ X , (b) h is a affine function of θ ∈ Θ for all x ∈ X , and (c) X * f is a convex set. Remark. Assumption 1c does not impose convexity on the function f . Rather, it requires that the set X * f is convex. This is needed to guarantee that both f c and f have the same minimizers (see Prop. 1). Assumption 1c holds for a large class of non-convex functions. For instance, every continuous function with a unique minimizer satisfies this assumption (see, e.g., our example functions in Sect. 5).
Assumption 2 establishes the necessary smoothness assumption on the function f and the function class H.
Assumption 2 (Lipschitz continuity). We assume that f and h are Lipschitz continuous. That is for every (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ X 2 we have that |f (
. Also for every x ∈ X and (θ 1 , θ 2 ) ∈ Θ 2 we have that |h(x; θ 1 ) − h(x; θ 2 )| ≤ U d 2 (θ 1 , θ 2 ). We also assume that every h ∈ H is λ-Lipschitz on X w.r.t. the metric d for some λ > 0.
We show that the optimization problem of Eqn. 1 provides us with the convex envelope f c when the candidate class H contains f c (see Lem. 1). The following assumption formalizes this condition. Assumption 3 (Capacity of H). We assume that f c ∈ H, that is, there exist some h ∈ H and Θ ⊆ Θ c such that h(x; θ) = f c (x) for every x ∈ X and θ ∈ Θ c .
We also require that the following Hölder-type error bounds hold for the distances of our empirical estimates x and θ from X * f and Θ c , respectively. Assumption 4 (Hölder-type error bounds). Let Θ e := {θ|θ ∈ Θ, E(h(x; θ)) = f c (x)}. Also denote L * := min θ∈Θ e L(θ). We assume that there exists some finite positive scalars γ 1 , γ 2 , β 1 and β 2 such that for every x ∈ X and θ ∈ Θ e : (a)
Assumption 4 implies that whenever the error terms f (x) − f * and L(θ) − L * are small, the distances d(x, X * f ) and d 2 (θ, Θ c ) are small as well. To see why Assumption 4 is required for the analysis of CoRR, we note that the combination of Assumption 4 with Assumption 2 leads to the following local bi-Hölder inequalities for every x ∈ X and θ ∈ Θ e :
These inequalities determine the behavior of function f and L around their minimums as they establish upper and lower bounds on the errors
) and vice versa. These bi-directional bounds are needed due to the fact that CoRR doest not directly optimize the function. Instead it optimizes the surrogate loss L(θ) to find the convex envelope and then it optimizes this empirical convex envelope to estimate the global minima. This implies that the standard result of optimization theory can only be applied to bound the error L( θ) − L * . The inequalities of Eqn. 5 are then required to convert the bound on L( θ) − L * to a bound on f ( x µ ) − f * , which ensures that the solution of CoRR converges to a global minimum as L( θ) − L * → 0. It is noteworthy that global error bounds such as those in Assumption 4 have been extensively analyzed in the literature of approximation theory and variational analysis (see, e.g., Azé, 2003; Corvellec and Motreanu, 2008; Azé and Corvellec, 2004; Fabian et al., 2010) . Much of this body of work can be applied to study convex functions such as L(θ), where one can make use of the basic properties of convex functions to prove lower bounds on L(θ)−L * in terms of the distance between θ and Θ c (see, e.g., Thm. 1.16 in Azé, 2003) . While these results are useful to further study the class of functions that satisfy Assumption 4, providing a direct link between these results and the error bounds of Assumption 4 is outside the scope of this paper.
Assumptions 3-4 can not be applied directly when f c / ∈ H. When f c / ∈ H, we make use of the following generalized version of these assumptions. We first consider a relaxed version of Assumption 3, which assumes that f c can be approximated by some h ∈ H.
Assumption 5 (υ-approachability of f c by H). Let υ be a positive scalar. Define the distance between the function class H and f c as dist(f c , H) := inf h∈H E[|h(x; θ) − f c (x)|], where the expectation is taken w.r.t. the distribution ρ. We then assume that the following inequality holds: dist(f c , H) ≤ υ.
The next assumption generalizes Assumption 4b to the case where f c / ∈ H:
Assumption 6. Let p be a positive scalar. Assume that there exists a class of convex functions H ⊆ C(X , R) parametrized by θ ∈ Θ ⊂ B(R p ) such that: (a) f c ∈ H, (b) every h ∈ H is linear in θ and (c) H ⊆ H. Let Θ c ⊆ Θ be the set of parameters for which h(x; θ) = f c (x) for every x ∈ X and θ ∈ Θ c . Also define Θ e := {θ|θ ∈ Θ, E(h(x; θ)) = f c (x)}. We assume that there exists some finite positive scalars γ 2 and β 2 such that for every x ∈ X and θ ∈ Θ e
Intuitively speaking, Assumption 6 implies that the function class H is a subset of a larger unknown function class H which satisfies the global error bound of Assumption 4b. Note that we do not require access to the class H, but we need that such a function class exists.
Performance Guarantees
We now present the two main theoretical results of our work and provide sketches of their proofs (the complete proofs of our results is provided in the Supp. Material).
Exact Setting
Our first result considers the case where the convex envelope f c ∈ H. In this case, we can guarantee that as the number of function evaluations grows, the solution of Alg. 1 converges to the optimal solution with a polynomial rate. Theorem 1. Let δ be a positive scalar. Let Assumptions 1, 2 ,3, and 4 hold. Then Alg. 1 returns x such that with probability 1 − δ
, where the smoothness coefficient ξ s := (
Sketch of proof.
To prove this result, we first prove bound on the error L( θ) − min θ∈Θe L(θ) for which we rely on standard results from stochastic convex optimization. This combined with the result of Lem. 1 leads to a bound on L( θ) − L * . The bound on L( θ) − L * combined with Assumption 4 translates to a bound on d( x, X * f ). The result then follows by applying the Lipschitz continuity assumption (Assumption 2).
Thm. 1 guarantees that as the number of function evaluations T grows, the solution of CoRR converges to f * with a polynomial rate. The order of polynomial depends on the constants β 1 and β 2 . The following corollary, which is an immediate result of Thm. 1, quantifies the number of function evaluations T needed to achieve an ε-optimal solution. 2/(β1β2) log(1/δ) function evaluations to return x such that with probability 1
This result implies that one can achieve an ε-accurate approximation of the global optimizer with CoRR with a polynomial number of function evaluations.
Approximate Setting
Thm. 1 relies on the assumption that the convex envelope f c lies in the function class H. However, in general, there is no guarantee that f c belongs to H. When the convex envelope f c / ∈ H, the result of Thm. 1 cannot be applied. However, one may expect that Alg. 1 still may find a close approximation of the global minimum as long as the distance between f c and H is small. To prove that CoRR finds a near optimal solution in this case, we must show that f ( x) − f * remains small when the distance between f c and H is small. We now generalize Thm. 1 to the setting where the convex envelope f c does not lie in H but is close to it.
Theorem 2. Let Assumptions 1, 2, 5, and 6 hold. Then Alg. 1 returns x such that for every ζ > 0 with probability (w.p.)
Sketch of proof. To prove this result, we rely on standard results from stochastic convex optimization to first prove a bound on the error L( θ) − min θ∈Θ e L(θ) when we set µ the empirical mean of the convex envelope. We then make use of Assumption 5 as well as Lem. 1 to transform this bound to a bound on L( θ) − L * . The bound on f ( x) − f * then follows by combining this result with Assumptions 2 and 6.
Approximation Error υ vs. Complexity of H
From function approximation theory, it is known that for a sufficiently smooth function g one can achieve an υ-accurate approximation of g by a linear combination of p = O(n/υ) bases (Mhaskar, 1996; Girosi and Anzellotti, 1992) . Similar shape preserving results have been established for the case when the function and bases are both convex (see, e.g., Wang and Ghosh, 2012; Gal, 2010; Shvedov, 1981) under some mild assumptions (e.g., Lipschitz continuity) on g. This implies that to achieve an approximation error of υ in Thm. 2, the function class H needs to consist of p = O(n/υ) convex bases. Several methods for constructing convex bases that employ the use of polynomial tensors or the kernel methods, are provided in Wang and Ghosh (2012); Gal (2010) . Thus to decrease the approximation error υ one needs to increase the complexity of function class H, i.e., the number of convex bases p.
Dependence on Dimension
The results of Thm. 1 and Thm. 2 have no explicit dependence on the dimension n. However, the Lipschitz constant U can, in the worst-case scenario, be of O( √ p) (due to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). On the other hand to achieve an approximation error of υ the number of bases p needs be of O(n/υ) (see Sect. 4.2.3). When we plug this result in the bound of Thm. 2, this leads to a dependency of O(n (1+β2)β1/2 ) on the dimension n due to the Lipschitz constant U . In the special case where β 2 = β 1 = 1, i.e., when the error bounds of Assumption 4 are linear, the dependency on n is also linear. The linear dependency on n in this case matches the results in the literature of black-box (zero-order) optimization theory (see, e.g., Duchi et al., 2015) for the convex case.
Numerical Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of CoRR on several multi-dimensional test functions used for benchmarking non-convex optimization methods (Jamil and Yang, 2013) .
Evaluation setup. Here we study CoRR's effectiveness in finding the global minimizer of the following test functions (Fig. 2a) . We assume that all functions are supported over X = B(0, 2) ⊆ R n , and otherwise rescale them to lie within this set. (S1) Salomon function: f S (x) = 1 − cos(2π x ) + 0.5 x . (S2) Squared Salomon:
2 . (SL) Salomon and Langerman combination:
, ∀x ∈ B(0, 200) (before rescaling the domain). All of these functions have their minimum at the origin, except for the Langerman function which has its minimum at x * = c1 for c = 0.5. All of the aforementioned functions exhibit some amount of global structure for which the convex envelope can be approximated by a quadratic basis (Fig. 2a) . We thus use a quadratic basis to construct our function class H. The basis functions h(x; θ) ∈ H are parameterized by a vector of coefficients θ = [θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ], and can be written as h(x; θ) = θ 1 , x 2 + θ 2 , x +θ 3 . Thus, the number of parameters that we must estimate to find a convex approximation h equals 2n + 1. In practice, we impose a non-negativity constraint on all entries of the vector θ 1 to ensure that our approximation is convex.
Summary of results. To understand the inherent difficulty of finding global minimizers for the test functions above, we compute the error f ( x) − f * as we increase the number of function evaluations of f . Here, we show each of our five test functions (Fig. 2a) and their average scaling behavior in one dimension (Fig. 2b) , where the error is averaged over 100 trials. We observe that CoRR quickly converges for all five test functions, with varying convergence rates. We observe the smallest initial error (for only 20 samples) for f SL and the highest error for f S . In addition, f L achieves nearly perfect reconstruction of the global minimum after only 200 samples. The good scaling properties of f L and f SL is likely due the the fact that both of these functions have a wide basin around their global minimizer. This result provides nice insight into the scaling of CoRR in low dimensions.
Next, we study the approximation error as we vary the sample size and dimension for the Salomon function f S (Fig. 2c-d) . Just as our theory suggests, there is a clear dependence between the dimension and number of samples required to obtain small error. In Fig. 2c , we display the scaling behavior of CoRR as a function of both dimension and number of function evaluations T . In all of the tested dimensions, we obtain an error smaller than 1e −5 when we draw one million samples. In Fig. 2d , we compare the performance of CoRR (for fixed number of evaluations T ) as we vary the dimension. In contrast, the quasi-Newton (QN) method and hybrid simulated annealing (SA) method (Hedar and Fukushima, 2004) recover the global minimizer for low dimensions but fail in dimensions greater than ten. 2 We posit that this is due to the fact the minimizer of the Salomon function lies at the center of its domain and as the dimension of the problem grows, drawing an initialization point (for QN) that is close to the global minimizer becomes extremely difficult.
Discussion and Future Work
This paper introduced CoRR, an approach for learning a convex relaxation for a wide class of non-convex functions. The idea behind CoRR is to find an empirical estimate of the convex envelope of a function from a set of function evaluations. We demonstrate that CoRR is an efficient strategy for global optimization, both in theory and in practice. In particular, we provide theoretical results (Sec. 4) which show that CoRR is guaranteed to produce a convergent estimate of the convex envelope that exhibits polynomial dependence on the dimension. In numerical experiments (Sec. 5), we showed that CoRR provides accurate approximations to the global minimizer of multiple test functions and appears to scale well with dimension.
Our current instantiation of CoRR finds a convex surrogate for f based upon a set of samples that are drawn at random at the onset of the algorithm. In our evaluations, we draw i.i.d. samples from a uniform distribution over X . However, the choice of the sampling distribution ρ has a significant impact on our estimation procedure. As such, selecting samples in an intelligent manner would significantly reduce the number of samples required to obtain an accurate estimate. A natural extension of CoRR is to the case where we can iteratively refine our distribution ρ based upon the output of the algorithm at previous steps.
An important factor in the success of our algorithm is the basis that we use to form our approximation. As discussed in Sec. 4.2.3, we know that a polynomial basis can be used to form a convex approximation to any convex function (Gal, 2010) . However, finding a concise representation of the convex envelope using high-degree polynomials is not an easy task. Thus finding other well-suited bases for this approximation, such as the exponential basis, may improve the efficiency of CoRR by reducing the number of bases required. While outside the scope of this paper, exploring the use of constrained dictionary learning methods (Yaghoobi et al., 2009 ) for finding a good basis for our fitting procedure, is an interesting line for future work.
In our experiments, we observe that CoRR typically provides a good approximation to the global minimizer. However, in most cases, we do not obtain machine precision (like QN for low dimensions). Thus, we can combine CoRR with a local search method like QN by using the solution of CoRR as an initialization point for the local search. When using this hybrid approach, we obtain perfect reconstruction of the global minimum for the Salomon function for all of the dimensions we tested (Fig. 2d) . This suggests that, as long the function does not fluctuate too rapidly around its global minimum (Asm. 2), CoRR can be coupled with other local search methods to quickly converge to the absolute global minimizer.
The key innovation behind CoRR is that one can efficiently approximate the convex envelope of a non-convex function by solving a constrained regression problem which balances the approximation error with a constraint on the empirical expectation of the estimated convex surrogate. While our method could be improved by using a smart and adaptive sampling strategy, this paper provides a new way of thinking about how to relax non-convex problems. As such, our approach opens up the possibility of using the myriad of existing tools and solvers for convex optimization problems to efficiently solve non-convex problems.
Then for every x ∈ X , the following holds due to the fact that the function class H and f are assumed to be Lipschitz:
Eqn. 8 implies that for every x ∈ B(x o , ε/2λ) the inequality h(x; θ) − f c (x) > 0 holds. Denote the event {x ∈ B(x o , ε/2λ)} by Ω o . Let ∆(x) = f (x) − h(x; θ). We then deduce
Line (10) holds by the law of total expectation. The inequality (11) holds since h(x; θ) > f (x) for every x ∈ B(x o , ε/2λ). This implies that |h(
for every h(·; θ) ∈ H/f c implies that the set of minimizers of L(θ) coincide with the set Θ c , which completes the proof.
A.2 Proof of Thm. 1
To prove the result of Thm. 1, we need to relate the solution of the optimization problem of Eqn. 4 with the result of Alg. 1, for which we rely on the following lemmas. Before we proceed, we must introduce some new notation. Define the convex sets Θ e and Θ e as Θ e := {θ :
Lemma 3. Let δ be a positive scalar. Under Assumptions 1 and 3 there exists some µ ∈ [−R, R] such that the following holds w.p. 1 − δ:
Proof. The empirical estimate θ µ is obtained by minimizing the empirical L(θ) under some affine constraints. Additionally, the function L(θ) takes the form of the expected value of a generalized linear model.
In this case, the following result on stochastic optimization of the generalized linear model holds for µ = E 2 [f c (x)] w.p. 1 − δ (see, e.g., Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009 , for the proof):
where U 1 is the Lipschitz constant of |h(x; θ) − f (x)|. We then deduce that for every x ∈ X , θ ∈ Θ and θ ∈ Θ,
The inequality | |a| − |b| | ≤ |a − b|, combined with the fact that for every x ∈ X the function h(x; θ) is Lipschitz continuous in θ implies,
Therefore the following holds:
Solving the above system of equations leads to E[h(x; ( θ µ − λE[φ(x)])] = µ f . The solution for λ can be obtained as
. By plugging this in Eqn. 15 we deduce:
For the choice of µ = E 2 [f c (x)] we deduce:
.
This combined with Eqn. 14 and a union bound proves the result.
We proceed by proving bound on the absolute error
Lemma 5. Let δ be a positive scalar. Under Assumptions 1 and 3 there exists some µ ∈ [−R, R] such that the following holds with probability 1 − δ:
Proof. From Lem. 4 we deduce:
where the first inequality is due to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. We then deduce:
in which we rely on the triangle inequality | |a| − |b| | ≤ |a − b|. It then follows that
Combining this result with the result of Lem. 3 and Eqn. 16 proves the result.
In the following lemma we make use of Lem. 4 and Lem. 5 to prove that the minimizer x µ = arg min x∈X h(x; θ µ ) is close to a global minimizer x * ∈ X * f .
Lemma 6. Under Assumptions 1, 3 and 4 there exists some µ ∈ [−R, R] such that w.p. 1 − δ:
. following result on stochastic optimization of the generalized linear model holds w.p. 1 − δ (see, e.g., Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009 , for the proof):
where U 1 satisfies the following Lipschitz continuity inequality for every x ∈ X , θ ∈ Θ and θ ∈ Θ:
| |h(x, θ) − f (x)| − |h(x, θ ) − f (x)| | ≤ U 1 θ − θ .
The inequality | |a| − |b| | ≤ |a − b| combined with the fact that for every x ∈ X the function h(x; θ) is Lipschitz continuous in θ implies
For every θ ∈ Θ ζ the following holds w.p. 1 − δ:
as well as,
in which we rely on the Höeffding inequality for concentration of measure. These results combined with a union bound argument implies that
for every θ ∈ Θ ζ . Then the following sequence of inequalities holds:
The first inequality follows from the fact that θ c ∈ Θ ζ . Also the following holds w.p. Under Assumption 6, for every h(·; θ) ∈ H, there exists some h(·; θ) ∈ H such that h(x; θ) = h(x; θ) for every x ∈ X . Let θ µ be the corresponding set of parameters for θ µ in Θ. Let θ proj µ be the 2 -normed projection of θ µ on the subspace Θ ζ sub . We now prove bound on the error θ µ − θ can be obtain as the extremum of the following Lagrangian:
This problem can be solved in closed-form as follows:
0 = ∂L(θ, λ) ∂λ = E[h(x; θ)] − µ f .
Solving the above system of equations leads to E[h(x; θ µ )] − λE[ φ(x)] = µ f . The solution for λ can be obtained as
By plugging this in Eqn. 19 we deduce:
We then deduce:
This combined with Eqn. 18 and a union bound proves the result.
We proceed by proving bound on the absolute error |L( θ where the last inequality follows by the fact that h is U-Lipschitz w.r.t. θ. This combined with Assumption 6.a completes the proof.
It then follows by combining the result of Lem. 10 and Assumption 2 that there exist a µ ∈ [−R, R] such that for every ξ > 0:
This combined with the fact that f ( x µ ) ≤ f ( x µ ) for every µ ∈ [−R, R] completes the proof of the main result (Thm. 2) .
